
NSK Annual Tracking Challenge

Both the Retriever and Dachshund Clubs hold a yearly event for their breeds,
and it  is proposed that a similar event is held for Spaniels. The increased
activity would hopefully make our breed more attractive and help towards the
main board directive to increase the popularity of spaniels. To gain support
from the NSK main board and presumably the Brukshund section of NSK, it is
proposed that avd. Østfold take the lead and submit a proposal to the main
NSK board for consideration.

Spaniels are an active hunting breed so we need to concentrate on hunting
related skills, tracking being one such skill. The event is to be held each year
and should aim to be the premier event for spaniel tracking dogs. However a
NKK style blood tracking competition for spaniels is unlikely to ever achieve
premier  status and is  more likely to  be thought  of  as a second rate NM.
Considerable creative and innovative thought by several club members has
resulted in a  proposal that  will  hopefully satisfy the criteria for  a premier
competition and can form the basis for the proposal to the NSK main board.

The event is to test the skill  of both dog and leader to realistically track a
wounded  animal.  Unfair  or  biased  judging  and  or  judging  system  to  be
eliminated by eliminating the judges and the system. The blood tracks to
conform to current NKK rules, but all tracks are to be configured to be the
same. Objects to be placed on the ground for the dog to find, and in trees,
bushes etc for the leader to find. The objects are to be placed in the same
place in all  tracks for the leader to collect and bring to the finish point. All
competitors to start at the same time with the competitor with the fastest time
with all the objects to be the winner. In the event of a tie, a second round
using the standard NKK blood track to apply (unless somebody can think of
something more creative -  some questions perhaps regarding animal tracks,
types of  scat,  behaviour of  wounded animals etc).  For safety reasons the
competitors are to be accompanied by a person with map and compass to
find  their  way  out  of  the  terrain.  The  person  cannot  be  a  track  layer  or
organiser and thus is unable to unfairly help or assist the competitor. 

It cannot be assumed that the competition would always be hosted by avd
Østfold, but the first competitions will likely be organised by avd Østfold. It
would be left to the individual clubs to apply to host the event similar to the
NKK NM. Not too sure who would decide on the organising club, perhaps the
Brukshund committee? July would be a good month to hold the competition
since there are few blood tracking competitions, the hunting season has not
started and it is the traditional holiday month in Norway making it easier for
people  to  travel  to  the  event.  If  the  competition  was  held  on  the  same
weekend each year, people can plan in advance, and the competition can be
advertised regularly in Våre Spaniels, website etc.



To qualify for  the competition,  competitors are to send in  their  best  three
blood tracking  results in the qualifying year. The qualifying year to be from
the end of one Challenge competition to 4 weeks before the next Challenge
competition.  The  result  of  the  winner  of  the  Challenge  competition  could
count  towards  the  Best  Tracking  Spaniel  results  provided  the  Brukshund
committee agree and they apportion the points for this event..

The fee for the Challenge competition to be higher than the ordinary blood
track competition similar to NKK NM. Hopefully the event will be self funding
depending on its popularity, but at least initially it may need some financial
support from the main club. The prize(s) for the winner should reflect that this
is a premier event that is challenging and difficult to win but well worth the
effort. Suggestions for the winner prize would be welcome.

Clearly it will take time for the proposal to go through the NSK system, but we
should  target  the first  Challenge competition to  be hosted by avd Østfold
during July 2018.

I can attend the avd Østfold board meeting when this proposal is discussed
so to be available to answer any questions arising. 


